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on the relative complex deformations of singular 3-folds with divisors.
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Singer in [13], any blow up of a scalar-flat Kahier surface admits scalar-flat Kahier metrics;
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the moduli space of non-minimal ruled surfaces of genus g > 2. Related results have been
obtained by LeBrun-Singer in [13].
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§1 INTRODUCTION

In an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (M4,k) the Hodge star operator defines a linear
involution on differential 2-forms • : A2(M) —* A2(M). As a consequence the bundle of
2-forms splits as a direct sum of the ±l-eigenbundles A2(M) = A^ © Ai. We may consider
the curvature operator TL of k as an endomorphism of A2 and decompose it according
to this splitting. One then defines the metric h to be anti-self-dual if in the induced
decomposition of the Weyl tensor W = VV+ + VV-, which is the conformally invariant piece
of %, we have W+ = 0 [2]. A 4-manifold admitting such a metric is usually called anti-self-
dual. More specifically we will be interested in compact complex surfaces with hermitian
metrics which are also anti-self-dual. In the complex case we have another decomposition
of the (complexified) 2-forms: A2 = A0'2 © A1-1 e A2'0 and the interplay with the splitting
defined by * implies that a Kahler surface is anti-self-dual if and only if the scalar curvature
is 0 (we will use the terminology "scalar-flat" from now on) [13].

Such Kahler metrics are of interest because not only they are absolute minima of the
conformal energy functional

/
JM

as any other half-conformally-flat metric, but they also minimize the full curvature energy
functional

i
over all smooth Riemannian metrics on M [13].

They also are obvious examples of extremal Kahler metrics in the sense of Calabi and
it is hoped that their understanding might be useful in this more general context.

Excluding Ricci-flat Kahler metrics for which the existence problem has been solved by
Yau, compact scalar-flat Kahler surfaces have negative Kodaira dimension by a vanishing
theorem of Yau [25] and therefore they are either ruled or biholomorphic to OP2; the latter
possibility is however excluded because with the complex orientation QP2 has positive
signature and therefore it cannot admit anti-self-dual metrics by Chern-Weil theory.

As a generalized Calabi problem we are concerned with existence of (non-Ricci-flat)
scalar-flat Kahler metrics on compact ruled surfaces of genus g. In [13] LeBrun-Singer
have classified such Kahler surfaces with holomorphic vector fields and studied their small
deformations. The genus is g > 2 in this case while no examples are known for g = 0,1.

In this paper we will address the following question: given a compact scalar-flat Kahler
surface M, does the blow up of M at one point admit metrics of the same kind?
Although the answer is known to be negative for the simplest case CPi x Efl, g > 2 of the
product of two Riemann surfaces with constant curvature of opposite sign, LeBrun-Singer
have shown that the blow up of a scalar-fiat Kahler surface of genus g > 2 at two well
chosen points admits scalar-flat Kahler metrics.

Blowing up points on a complex surface M is topologically equivalent to performing the
connected sum of M with QP2 therefore our results may also be viewed in connection with
a powerful theorem of Taubes asserting that the connected sum of any oriented compact
4-manifold with sufficiently many G V s admits anti-self-dual metrics [24]. One of the main
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results in the work of Lebrun-Singei is a complex analogue of the above Taubes1 theorem;
our techniques also yield a more direct proof of their result, see corollary 5.12.

Our main source of inspiration is the work of Donaldson-Friedman [6] where they study
the existence of anti-self-dual metrics on the connected sum of two given anti-self-dual
4-manifolds. Their idea is to relate the problem to the existence of smooth complex de-
formations of a singular 3-fold arising from the given twistor spaces. As anti-self-dual
hermitian metrics correspond to twistor spaces equipped with a certain divisor, our tech-
niques involve a relative deformation theory of singular 3-folds with a singular divisor.

Before giving a brief outline of our paper we wish to explain these last points. The
twistor space Z of (M* ,h, orientation) is the 5>2-bundle of almost complex structures on
M which are compatible with both h and the orientation; Z admits a natural almost
complex structure which makes it into a complex 3-manifold exactly when h is anti-self-
dual [1]. Twistor theory will play the fundamental role in this work; we will denote by
t : Z —*• M the bundle projection and notice that a herraitian structure J on M is exactly
a section of t. Furthermore if D is the image of this section then the important point is
that the pair {Z,D) completely determines the conformal class [h] of the metric as well as
the complex structure J.

In §2, following suggestions of LeBrun, we adapt the geometric construction of Donald-
son-Friedman to deal with the hermitian case and we construct a complex 3-fold Z with a
divisor T> both having normal crossing singularities. Theorem 2.5 gives us a very precise
understanding of the complex structure on the smooth deformations of V. In §3 we apply
the theory of Ran [22], [23] on deformations of holomorphic maps to our geometric situation
of the pair (Z,V). In §4 we prove general results about existence of hermitian anti-self-
dual metrics on the blow up of a hermitian anti-self-dual surface. We then consider the
Kahler case and the main result of §5 is the following theorem which, in most cases, gives
an affirmative answer to our question:

Theorem 5.2. Let M be a compact scalar-fiat Kahler surface with cf(M) ^ 0 then, the
blow up of M at any coliertion of points (distinct or not) and any of its small deforma-
tions admit scalar-fiat Kahler metrics unless M is the projectirization of a split rank-2
holomorphic vector bundle of zero degree over a JRiemann surface of genus g > 2.

In fact, thanks to the work of LeBrun-Singer [13], the obstructions that we found in
§4 are very often trivial for Kahler surfaces. Among other applications we show that the
smooth manifold (CPi x Ej)#CP2 admits scalar-flat Kahler metrics and more generally

Theorem 5.9. In t ie moduli space of complex structures on non-minimal ruled surfaces
of genus g > 2 there exists an open dense subset of scalar-fiat Kahler surfaces.

§2 GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION

Let us start this section by briefly recalling the Donaldson-Friedman construction of
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what we may call "a singular twistor space Z over the connected sum" of two anti-self-
dual manifolds Mi and M2 with twistor spaces Zj and Z2, respectively. After blowing up
an arbitrary twistor line lx in Zx and l2 in Z2 we can glue the resulting manifolds Z\ and Z2

along their exceptional divisors Qi and Q2, respectively. This is because the normal bundle
Uh/Zi — C?(l) © 0(1) for i = 1,2 and therefore its projectivization Q> is a smooth quadric
hypersurface with normal bundle fQi/Zi = ©a^xCP^l . - l ) , » = 1,2. Z is then formed
from Zx and Z2 by identifying Qi and Q2 in such a way that the two CPi-factors, the
base and thefiber, of each quadric are reversed. The end result is a complex 3-dimensional
space Z — Z\UQ Z2 with an antiholomorphic involution <ro and only mild singularities.
More precisely Z has normal crossing singularities along Q satisfying the d - semistable
condition; that is uQ/z £ OQl(l,-l) ® 0Q3(-1,1) = OQ. This is a necessary condition
for the complex space Z to admit "smoothing" and one of the main results of Donaldson-
Friedman is the following sufficient condition which they call the unobstructed case:

Theorem 2.1. [6, Theorem 4.1, Corollary 5.1] If H2(Zi,QZi) = 0 for i = 1,2 then Z
admits a standard deformation that is a compJex analytic family w : 3 —» 5 where 3 is
smooth, w is proper and S is a small open ball in C" centered at the origin such that:

(1) 3 has an antiholomorphic involution <r compatible with complex conjugation in S
and let S D Fix(a) = {(rur2, .,rn) | r< e R, t = l , . . ,n}.

(2) The central fiber m " 1 ^ ) is the singular complex space Z whose antiholomorphic
involution <r0 coincides with the induced one from a.

(3) For any T = {tut2, ,,<„) € 5 \ {<i = 0}, w - ^ T ) is a smooth compiex manifold
and for any real vector V = {TX,T2, . ,rn) with n ^ 0 t ie £ber m'1^) is a twistor
space of a seif-dua/ metric on the connected sum M

Let us now introduce some notation: throughout the paper &x will denote the sheaf
of holomorphic vector fields on the smooth complex manifold JST, while 0A',r denotes the
sheaf of holomorphic vector fields on X which are tangent to Y, the smooth submanifold,
along Y. From the work of Kodaira-Spencer we know that the deformation theory of the
complex structure of a compact complex manifold X is governed by the cohomology of the
sheaf Qx- Infinitesimal deformations are ^(Bx) and obstructions lie in H2(&x)- The
deformation of the pair (X,Y) where Y is a smooth complex submanifold is described in
a similar way by the cohomology of 0A',y-

When Z is a compact singular reduced complex space as above there is also a theo-
ry for the deformations of the complex structure of Z in terms of the global Ext groups
Ext^ClzfOz) := T%

z. Similarly to above smooth case, T\ describes infinitesimal deforma-
tions of the complex space Z and obstructions lie in T§. These are usually computed from
the Ext sheaves ExV{£lz,Oz) •= rz by means of the "local to global" spectral sequence
E$+q = H'(rl) => T™, see [6] for an overview of these facts.

Our main concern will be to use a deformation theory of holomorphic maps on singular
complex spaces to prove results about existence of special anti-self-dual metrics on 4-
manifolds, in the same spirit of [6]. Before starting with our geometric construction let us
briefly recall some ideas about the proof of 2.1. For simplicity we will also assume that 5
can be taken to be an open neighborhood of the origin in T\ and by abuse we will just
write 3 -* Tz for the above family and notice that 3 is actually a versa! deformation of
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Z in this case. Then from the local to global spectral sequence above we have an exact
sequence which in the case of normal crossings is [6, (5.3)]:

(2.2) 0 - H\rl) -> T\ -> B\T\) -> H\rl) - r | - 0.

The hypothesis H2{QZi) = 0 for i = 1,2 then implies that H2(r%) = 0 so that T\ = 0
and the deformation theory is unobstructed and modelled on T | . Furthermore r\ =S I/Q ^
C^ and an infinitesimal deformation gives rise to a smoothing of Z if and only if its image
under the projection T\ —* ^{r^) = C is nonzero. The "locally trivial" deformations
then lie in Hl{r^) which was the hyperplane ti = 0 in the statement of 2.1. Finally a basic
feature of twistor spaces is that they have a fixed point free antiholomorphic involution,
also called "real structure"; then the natural real structure of Z induced by Z\ and Z-z
gives rise to antiholomorphic involutions on global and sheaf Ext and by naturality these
are compatible under the maps of (2.2). If furthermore T% = 0 then the deformation over
T\ is universal and the total space is equipped with an antiholomorphic involution, this
deformation is then standard and gives rise to twistor spaces over the connected sum of
M\ and Mi.

HT% ^ 0 then instead Donaldson-Friedman construct a standard deformation 3 —• S
and a submersion e : S —* T% compatible with real structures.

We want to generalize this construction and result to a relative s:tuation where we have
a singular pair (Z,T>) consisting of a singular complex hyper surf ace £> C Z. The main
ideas here are due to LeBrun and already appeared in [16].

In order to give the geometric construction in this case, we need to introduce the notion
of a degree-1 divisor D in a twistor space Z. The (twistor) degree of a divisor D in Z
is defined to be the intersection number of D with a generic twistor line f in Z. For a
degree-1 divisor there are only two possibilities:

(a) D meets every twistor line in exactly one point.
(b) There exists a unique real twistor line I C D and D is CP2 blown up at n points.

After showing that D must be smooth [12] and that I is a rational curve with normal
bundle UI/D — ^OP^l)* this follows immediately from [5, V.4.3J. In particular any two
(+l)-curves in D must intersect and therefore cannot both be real twistor lines.

Remark g.S. The existence of a degree-1 divisor gives some very powerful informations
on the anti-self-dual manifold (M,h). In fact D exactly represents a complex structure
compatible with the metric and orientation, in case (a). While in case (b) the twistor map
t : Z —• M shows that after reversing the orientation, M is diffeomorphic to the connected
sum of n-copies of GP2 which we indicate by nQ*2 if T* > 1; while M is the sphere S* if
n = 0. We will only consider the case n > 1. All the known examples of twistor spaces
with degree-1 divisors of type (b) are as follows: for n=l,2 they must be the twistor space
of the symmetric metric on QP2 or of Poon's metrics on G*2#CP2 [20], respectively. While
for n > 3 we have explicit examples due to LeBrun [8] and their small deformations. See
also [11] and [21] for many of their interesting properties. Examples of twistor spaces with
degree-1 divisors of type (a) can be found in [4] [17] [18] [9] [10]. A

Given this motivation we can now proceed to construct a singular twistor space Z =
Z\ UQ Z2 together with a singular divisor X>, over the connected sum M
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For this purpose we need to be in the following situation: there is a degree-1 divisor of
type (b) D\ in Z\\ and there exists a degree-1 divisor D2 in Z% of any type. Assuming that
this holds we will let Z\ be the blow up of Z\ along the unique real twistor line l\ C D\ and
2>i be the blow up of Z2 along any (generic) real twistor line 1% meeting D? transversely
(in exactly one point), we can carry out Donaldson-Friedman identification of Z\ and Z2
along the exceptional divisor in such a way, explained below, that the resulting space is
the singular twistor space Z described above, together with a connected singular divisor
V = Di UQP! £>2-

Here D\ and D2 denote the proper transform in Z\ and Z^, of D\ and D2 respectively.
Notice then that D\ is biholomorphic to D\ while D2 is biholomorphic to Z>2 with one point
blown up. Let us now focus our attention on the singular locus Q in Z. Each Qi C Zi is
the total space of the projectivized normal bundle P(0(1) © 0(1)) = QPi x CPi of U C Zi,
for i = 1,2; and we will think of the first CPi-factor as the base and of the second as the
fibers, so that we have the following situation for the two rational curves to be identified:
C\ := I)\ fl Qi is the base with normal bundle 0(1) in £>i while C2 := b2 D Q2 is a fiber
whose normal bundle in Z)2 is 0(—1).

When we carry out the Donaldson-Friedman construction we will identify Q\ and Q2 by
switching the factors and in such a way that D\ and D2 are glued together along C\ and C2
to form a singular hypersurface V = L>i UQ^ Z>2 inside Z. Again V is a singular complex
space of dimension 2 with only normal crossing singularities satisfying the d — semistable
condition v^ljv = 0(1) ® O(—1) = O. Then as in the previous theorem of Donaldson-
Friedman one can check that H2(QDJ) = 0 for i = 1,2 is a sufficient condition for the
existence of smooth deformations of 7). Our goal is to find conditions under which the pair
(Z, T>) admits simultaneous smoothings.

After some preliminaries we will specialize to study anti-self-dual hermitian structures
on the blow up at one point of a compact anti-self-dual complex surface M with twistor
space Z. Topologically this is the four manifold Af#O*2 therefore we will take Mi — M
and Z\ = Z, while M2 = CP2 is the complex projective space with reversed orientation
and Fubini-Study metric so that its twistor space Z2 = IF is the complete flag of C3 which
can be realized as the hypersurface X)«=o z*w* = 0 in CF2 x CP^J using obvious notation.
We will have Z - Z UQ F with divisor V = M Uj CT2» and any smoothing {Zu Dt) of the
pair with a real structure will be shown to be a twistor space of an anti-self-dual hermitian
metric on the smooth four manifold M#O*2 which is diffeomorphic to Dt and acquires a
complex structure from it.

Remark 2.4- The following theorem gives precise informations on the complex structure
of Dt by looking at the versal deformation of the singular complex surface T> and will be
used several times in §4. By abuse, throughout this paper, we will identify the base space
of a deformation with its tangent space; the notations are as in the previous theorem, we
just replace Z by T> and consider the following analogue of (2.2):

(2.5) 0 - H\TQ
V) -> Ti -» H°(T*>) -^ 0.

The proof of the theorem shows that any versal deformation of 2? contains both a versal
deformation of M and a 1-parameter trivial deformation of M, As pointed out by LeBrun
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the latter can be seen explicitly by blowing up the total space of the trivial deformation
M xC along the exceptional rational curve in M x {0} which has normal bundle 0 ( - l ) ® 0 .
The result is a smooth 3-fold equipped with a projection to C. The central fiber is X> =
M UQPJ CP2

 a n ^ anJr other fiber is M itself. This deformation must be contained in the
deformation over T^ by versality and it also shows that any smooth fiber of the versal
family is a small deformation of M. A

Theorem 2.6. If H2(M,QM) = 0, V admits a versa/ deformation w : 9tt -+ T\, with
smooth total space and such that ifVt denotes the fiber w - 1(f) then:

(1) Vt is singular if and only if t 6 ff^rp).
(2) Tiiere is a natural identification H1^) 2 If1 (6^) given by restriction.
(3) The induced Kodaira-Spencer map produces a splitting of the sequence (2.5) so

that Tp = H1(Qlit) 0 H°(T^). Furthermore under this splitting we have:
(4) Vt is biholomorphic to M for any t - (0,t2), 0 ̂  t2 € H°(T^).

(5) Any small deformation of M is biholomorphic to T>t for some t = ( i i ,^ ) mth
o?t2e HO(T^.

Proof. The existence of the deformation and property (1) are just as in theorem 2.1.
To show (2) consider the normalization q : V = D\ II Di —> V and inclusion i : I —» V.
Then we have a "normalization sequence" 0 - t r J - t q*®v,liUh ->**©/ —• 0 and since
the restriction map H°(0gp t ) —>• H°(Qi2) is surjective, we have a natural identification

(2.7) J'^J^ie*).

It says that the infinitesimal deformations oiV = M Ucp, CP2 which preserve the form of
the singularities all come from the infinitesimal deformations of M. This proves part (2)
and it may now be useful to give a brief outline of the rest of the proof of the theorem:
to produce the required splitting of (2.5) we will blow down the total space of the versal
deformation w : SOT —+ Tp to a smooth manifold OT and get a complex analytic family
v : 71 —+ !Tp in the sense of Kodaira, containing a versal deformation of f~1{0) = M
(corresponding to the Jff

1(0J^)-factor) as well as a trivial deformation of M (corresponding
to the ff°(r£)-factor).

Let us start by taking any smoothing direction t G Tp \ Sl{r^,) and consider the 1-
parameter family obtained by restricting the family SUt to this direction, by abuse we will
just write it as m : 93? ~+ C. We then have that 9JT is a smooth 3-fold, w '^O) = V and
that tp~1(() = Dt is a smooth complex surface for each 0 ^ t £ C

The total space of the new deformation v : *Xt —» Tp will simply be the blow down of the
3-manifold 301 along the hypersurface CP2 C V = w " 1 ^ ) ; this blowing down process will
contract CP2 to CP1 so that the (singular) central fiber w - 1(0) = M U CP2 is contracted
to M = i/-1(0). To prove that this can be done we have to show that the necessary
and sufficient condition of Fujiki-Nakano [7] applies. Namely, the normal bundle f^p /<nt

should be the tautological line bundle over the projectivization CP2 = ¥(E) of a rank-
2 vector bundle E —» O V Then SOT can be blown down along CP2 to yield a smooth
3-manifold 01 containing a copy of QPi with normal bundle E. Of course we know a
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priori what the normal bundle E —+ CPi should be, namely E = O®O(—1) because when
MUQP2 is contracted to M then the image of QP2 is the exceptional divisor I'm M so that
vif*>i = O®O(-\) because uAI/<n is trivial. Also notice that in fact P(C?0C?(-1)) = &2-
To compute the conormal bundle of CP2 C 371, we have the following sequence

(2.8) 0 ->

whose exactness can easily be checked from the local model 3.1.3. On one hand Vj)i<m IS

trivial and on the other hand i/~ is supported on the intersection I = M U CF2 and is

just the conormal bundle of / in M i.e. i/~ = u* ^ = O Q P ^ I ) . Therefore the sequence

0 - <%», - - a ^ - ^,(1) - 0
is exact showing that t>~ is the line bundle associated to the divisor I. Now recall

that / has self-intersection +1 in CP2, it follows that u^ .^ restricts to Ocp^ — 1} on any

fiber of the ruling QP2 —* CPi. We have shown that SO? can be blown down to 9t while
QP2 is contracted to CPi; then, an easy computation of the tautological line bundle T of
a Hirzebruch surface P(O(a) © O(b)) shows that if T = (/) and I2 = +1 then o = - 1 and
b — 0. Finally by writing the blowing down process in local coordinates we see that the
naturally defined map v has maximal rank everywhere; so that u : 9T —* C is a complex
analytic family in the sense of Kodaira, i.e. a 1-dimensional deformation of the central
fiber M, But in fact the same argument applies to the total space of the versal deformation
w : 271 —• T\y and yields a complex analytic family v : *Xl —• T\, which is a deformation of
M over T£.

Now the hypothesis H2(@^t) = 0 implies the existence of a versal deformation of M
over H1(&yI) that is every other deformation of M is induced from this by means of a
linear map called the Koddira-Spencer map. In our case ks : Tp —* J?1(0A^) produces a
splitting of (2.5) because the isomorphism H°{r\f) = Jff

1(0A-/) was induced by restriction
and our deformation u : *Tt —> Tip also comes from restricting the deformation w : 9Tt —• T^
to M C T>, by means of the above blowing down process. This concludes the proof of (3).

To finish the proof of the theorem just notice that the two deformations w : EOT —• Tp
and v : 71 —> T£ coincide outside of if^r^,), so that it is enough to look at v : Vd —* Tp
and notice that under the above splitting the kernel of ks : T£ -> 23^(0^) S Hl(r%>)
is identified with H°(T^f). As a result the complex structure of u~1(t) coincides with
that of M for any t = (0,(2)- While the restriction of u to any hyperplane of the form
H1(QAI) x {t2} is a versal deformation of M. O

Before we begin the discussion on relative deformations we have to make an important
observation. In this section we discussed some geometric aspects of relative deformations
of a singular twistor space Z and for this purpose we found more convenient for the reader
to describe the construction of a single degree-1 divisor T> C Z. In the next section we will
consider existence of deformations of the singular pair (Z,T>) into a smooth twistor space Z
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with a degree-1 divisor in it. However, since twistor spaces need to possess real structures
we now have to modify the previous setting and consider instead the pair (Z, TXD) where
T> is the image of T> under the real structure <r0 of Z. The point is that now the pair
(Z,"DJ)) does have a real structure so that we can consider its real deformations.

§3. RELATIVE SINGULAR DEFORMATIONS

In this section we are going to apply a deformation theory of holomorphic maps de-
veloped by Ran in [22] to the geometric situation of §2. We consider the deformations
of a holomorphic imbedding / : VT> <—* Z, where Z is the 3-fold with normal crossing
singularities described before and with reducible divisor TXD, again with normal crossings.
Following the notations of Ran [23], we have an exact sequence of groups:

(3.1)

where T\

0

= Extp(fi^

„ qnO->lf

->T}

,OZ)

Ext°(Hi, Ovt)

z and similarly for W\ while in general, for a morphism of ringed
spaces / : X —* V, an C?.\~-module A and an Or-module B, *E,xtp,(B,A) will denote the
derived functor of Hom/(2?,A) := Komox(f*B,A) = Homov(5,/,j4.) in either variable.
T} is also defined as a derived functor in a natural way [22] and finally if>f is induced by
the imbedding map / : Vf> <—• Z and ij> by restriction from Z to W. We start with the
following result of Ran:

Proposition 3.2. [22, proposition 3.1] Infinitesimal deformations of the singular pair
f : TXD *—• Z are given by Tj vrith obstructions lying in Tj.

Before starting with a few computations, we give the local description of the pair
(Z,iyD) near the singular locus.

Remark 3.3. We can take coordinates wi,v)2,v}z,v}± in C* so that the local model of the
normal crossing singularity of Z = Z\ UQ Z2 is given by Z = {w^w? = 0} with the smooth
threefold Z{ corresponding to u;, = 0, i = 1,2. They intersect along the smooth surface
Q — {wi = u?2 = 0} and the divisor D is given by the equation w± = 0, and it has again a
normal crossing singularity V = D\ Uj Z>2 where D\ = {104 = wt = 0}, i = 1,2. A similar
description holds for P .
When the divisors T> and 'D are disjoint the singular locus of the pair {Z^TW) is contained
in Q, and "smoothings" of the pair correspond to anti-self-dual metrics.
On the other hand if T> n "D ^ 0, then their intersection is a O*i lying in the smooth part
of Z and the singularity (of Vf>) there can be described locally by Vt> ~ {z\z^ — 0} in
C 3 . A

Remark 3.4' As a useful exercise we can now give an explicit description of fl^ and its
dual T!J := Tiom^Cl^, Oz) in terms of local sections in a neighborhood of the singularity
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locus. Recall that for a complex space Z the sheaf of Kahler differentials ilz is defined by
imbedding Z in a smooth ambient space Z with ideal sheaf Xz and then taking the cokernel
of the natural map d : Iz/1% —• fij . If we do this for our local model Z = {W1102 = 0}

in C* we have that local sections of £lz are equivalence classes Ylt=i /« ̂ w' ^ ^ /• e ®z ~
&c/%Z modulo the relation 0 = d(w1w2) ~ U)2dwi + W\ dw2. Let us now consider the
sheaf of derivations TZ := 7iom(ilz,Oz). First notice that a holomorphic function on Z
is just a pair of holomorphic functions (/,ff) € Oz © OZj with / = /(u72>tt>3jU>-t) and
g = fif(wi,W3,UJ4) which agree on the intersection Q: f(0,w3,W4) = 0(0,103,104). This can
be seen by using power series for example. It is now easy to see that the local sections
of TZ are vector fields on C4, X)Li/«©fr ^ " ^ /•" e ®z satisfying the condition that
/ i = 0 on IBI = 0 and J2 = 0 on w2 = 0 because these are the homomorphisms from
ft^/ < ^ l ^ ) > to O<c*j < wlw2 >. Notice also that since Z is the union of the two
hyperplanes zt>i = 0 and w2 = 0, a function /i which vanishes on ti>! = 0 is just a function
on the hyperplane W2 = 0 and so can be written as /1 = w\ * 51 (wi, 1173,104). Similarly
/2 = W2 •ff2(«'2,if3,ii'4). With this description at hand it is now straightforward to check
exactness of the "normalization" sequence in [6, (5.4)].

(3-5) 0 - • T% -> g t 0 ^ , Q l U Q j - » i , 0 ^ -» 0

where q : Z' = Z\ II Z2 —* Z is the normalization map and t : ̂  -» -E the inclusion. The
details are as follows: the first map sends the section £)Li / i ^ r to the pair

^ + /* (0,
while the second map is given by

Now we want to understand the terms Ext£(fiz,Ovt>) in the exact sequence (3.1),
for this purpose we notice that in general there exists a spectral sequence with E^'9 =
Extr(L*f*Slz,OVi,) abutting to Extp

f{ilz,Ovt>), but in our local model the g-th left
derived functor Lqf*flz = °> f° r a ny 9 > 0 and therefore
(3.6)

This says that our groups Ext^ are actually isomorphic to the usual Ext groups of some
sheaf; therefore we have the following local to global spectral sequence

(3.7) Ef = HUExt'iQ^Ort)) => Extp
f(nz,Ovt>).

We will now forget about V and just compute the cohomology of £xtp(tlz v,Ov) on the
complex space D. We start with a description of these sheaves.
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Lemma 3.8. HIv is the ideaj sheaf of V in Z then the conormaJ sheaf r /^2 :=
is a locaily free Ov-module of rank 1 and the conormaJ sheaf sequence

o _> v*vjz _> VL\V — ni , -> o
is exact.

Proof. This is a local statement which only needs to be verified near the singularity. But
then our local model 3.3 tells us that the local sections of Ip/lf , can be identified with
{/ • w±\f e Ov} SO that UQ ,z is locally free as well as its dual: the normal bundle.
Of course O-p and ftp have *^e s a m e description as Oz and Qz but with W4 = 0, because
Z and V have the same type of singularity. Therefore the map ft^ —• fi^, is onto with

kernel Xp/Jf,. O

A more concrete description of the normal sheaf i/p, in the spirit of (3.5) can be given in
terms of the normalization q : V* = Dx U £>2 -* 2? and inclusion i : I -> V. The following
can easily be checked using the techniques of 3.4.

Lemma 3.9. The normal bundle vVjZ fits into the exact sequence

v 0.

We are now ready to compute the local Ext sheaves which appear in the spectral se-
quence of (3.7). The following lemma shows that in our case £xt*{nz^, Op) is isomorphic
to the restriction of TZ to Z>.

Lemma 3.10.
2^ forp =

=<r^^ Olf for p = 1
{ 0, for p > 2.

Rirthermore we have the following exact sequence of Oj>-modules

0 -> rl -» r%tv ~> vv/z - • 0.

Proof. From the conormal exact sequence of 3.8 we have a long exact sequence of local
Ext sheaves:

We know from section 2 that T£ = 0 for p > 2, r^, ^ Oj and T£ is the sheaf of derivations
of Op- Next, from the first part of Lemma 3.8 we have that £xt°(v^,C?D) = v-p and that
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£xtp(i/!p,Ov) = 0 for all p > 1. Therefore it is enough to show that the map p is onto,
and that £z/°(£2^ , O-p) — TJI. . That is we will show exactness of the sequence:

0 -> rl -» r° | t ? - ^ / 2 — 0.

Again it is enough to do this using the local model near the singularity locus. The argument
for Homi&z^^v) = ^ " ( O ^ ^ C M - Tztt>

 i s t n e s a m e w e 8 a v e i n 3.4, just set «/4 = 0.
But then obviously p : £* = 1 / » ^ r •-» A ^ ; is onto for /,- G OT>. D

We can now compute the cohomology group we are interested in:

Lemma 3.11. HH2(@Zi) = 0 for i = 1,2, then H2[r%^) = 0.

Proof. We start by considering the exact sequence (3.5) and noticing that when we restrict
it to "D the sequence is still exact:

0 -> r%^ -* ?*0(z',Q')|i, -" **0<?i, -» °-

This can be checked directly as before and it just amounts to set the last coordinate w± = 0,
also recall that T> and Q intersect transversely.
Next notice that the normal bundle of / in Q is trivial so that 0 Q . = Capt © C?GPi(2)
and therefore H2{r^) = ©f=1JEf2(0(^. Q ; ) . ). This reduces the computation of our
cohomology group to the vanishing of the cohomology of some natural sheaves on the
smooth surfaces D{, i = 1,2.
Since our argument is almost independent of i — 1,2 we now drop the subscript.
We consider the usual exact sequence of the relative tangent sheaf of the smooth pair
(Z, Q) and notice again that by transversality it remains exact when restricted to D:

Now we claim that the induced long exact sequence gives isomorphisms of the following
cohomology groups on D: H2(Q^,Q) •) — H2{®z )> D e c au se the restriction ^Q/Z —

Oa>,(il)) so that its first cohomology is always zero. The reason is that I = D C\ Q
and / has trivial normal bundle on Q while its self-intersection in D is ±1 depending on
whether the original twistor line to be blown up belongs to the divisor D or not; (see the
construction in section 2.)
Finally, it remains to show that under our hypothesis H2[QZ ) = 0. This follows from
the restriction exact sequence

because our hypothesis easily implies that H2(&^) = 0 [6, p. 218], while by Serre duality
# 3 ( 0 2 ® X D ) ^ HQ{Kz®to\® [D]). Now, this group vanishes by restriction to the lines of
normal bundle O(l) © O(l) which fill up the open set Z \ Q = Z \ {a twistor line} because
they have intersection number 1 with the divisor D; the proof is now complete. D
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§4. ANTI-SELF-DUAL HERMITLAN METRICS

In this section we will assume that P f i P = 0, As a consequence all the results proven
for T> in the last section hold for TXD just as well, because we can identify any natural sheaf
on VT> with the direct sum of the corresponding sheaves on V and V. Let us recall once
more that this assumption corresponds to the geometric condition that in the construction
of the singular space Z = Z\ U Z% we take Z\ to be the twistor space of a hermitian
anti-self-dual metric on a compact complex surface M and this in turn is equivalent to the
case when D\ is biholomorphic to M with the complex structure / , its conjugate D\ is
biholomorphic to M with ~J and they are disjoint degree-1 divisors in Z\,

Let us start with one definition;

Definition 4 .1 . If Y is a complex subspace of a complex space X, we define the sheaf
of relative derivations of X with respect to Y to be the subsheaf of the derivations of X
preserving the ideal Xy and we will use the notation T\Y '•= {v\v e Der(Ox,Ox),v '•
1Y - Xy}.

When X and Y are both smooth, then TXY is nothing but the sheaf ®x,Y oi smooth
vector fields on X which are tangent to Y along Y. Now we consider the homomorphism
of Oz-modules r\ ® r ^ ~* Tz v1> defined by restriction on the first factor minus inclusion
of the second factor; this map is surjective because rz —»• r\ is surjective. Then we can
check as in Remark 3.4 that its kernel is rz vt>. So we have the following exact sequence
of sheaves of C?2-modules:

(4-2) 0 -> r° fVi> - rSa © r% -> r%^ - 0.

In the spirit of [Fr], the group Hl{rQ
z vt)) corresponds to locally trivial infinitesimal

deformations of the pair i.e. the singularities remain locally a product. For the second
cohomology group instead, we have the following vanishing result.

Lemma 4.3. If H2(ez.>D.£,.) = 0 for t = 1,2 then H2(T°2 V1>) = 0.

Proof. To start with we notice that just as for the exact sequence (3.1.5), there is a
"normalization" exact sequence of C^-modules:

0 ~" TZ,VV ~* Q*®Z',(&!>)',Q' ~+ **@Q,H - * 0

here (VV)' = ( P i U 5 i ) U (D2 II D2) and Q' = Qx UQ2 while / = Qi fl £>i = Q2 D D2 and

i = Q1nb1 = Q2nb2.
Of course the cohomology of i*®Qtu coincides with that of 0Q)(-/ SO that

3 (TZ,VD) = H ii*®Z>,CDt>)>,Q>)

because 0 —+ ©Q,JJ —* OQ - * f | 9 ^ - » 0 is exact and H°(QQ) -+ H°{vi © vf) is surjective.
But the cohomology of ®Z',{VT>)',Q' coincides with that of its direct image so that we are
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left to show that H2{® - • ) = 0 for i = 1,2. Now if b : Zi -> Z; is the blowing down
map, the cohomology of the above sheaf coincides with the cohomology of its direct image,
again by Leray spectral sequence, namely it will be enough to show H2(Qz.tDi£>iiii) = 0
in the twistor space Zi for i = 1,2.

Next we have to consider the two cases separately; when i — 2, I2 = D2 H D% so that
®Z-t,D2Di,l2 = ©za,D?£>a whose second cohomology vanishes by hypothesis, on the other
hand when i — 1, lx intersects D\ and D\ transversely and one can check easily that the
following sequence is exact:

Finally the lemma follows since Hp(vh/Zl) = iPfOcPxfl)®2) = 0 for p - 1,2. •

We are now ready for the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4. UH2{®Di) = H2{QZi) = H2(Qz.jDl£,.) = 0fori = 1,2, then T) vanishes
and moreover any element in a small open ball centered at the origin ofTj and away from
the hyperplane Hl(r^ v1>) corresponds to a simuJtaneous smoothing of Z and W.

Proof. To show this we consider the exact sequence (3.1) and insert the relevant part,
modified by (3.6), as the middle row of the following diagram.

0 0 0

? 1
1 \TVDt^a \TZ> \TZ\Vt>>

QI
T - • T

B\r%A\VD '

1 I
0 0 0

This diagram is commutative with exact rows and columns, and the result will follow from
some straightforward diagram chasing; let us explain why. Notice that, putting d'®d aside
for a moment, the horizontal arrows are all induced from either restrictions or inclusions
of sheaves of C?z-modules. They are induced homomorphisms in either cohomology or
Ext groups. The map a in the first column can be defined naturally and in fact is a
monomorphism; any element in H1^^ p-p)> corresponds to a locally trivial infinitesimal
deformation of the pair and can therefore be thought as sitting inside Tj. The left-lower
square of the diagram is commutative by naturality and /? is the quotient map. The map
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d! © d is also defined to be the quotient of <£' $ </>. The last two columns come from local-
to-global spectral sequences; commutativity of the right hand side of the diagram then
follows by naturality of these algebraic constructions.

Now we explain exactness: the bottom row is the long exact sequence induced from
(4.2) and its last entry is zero by lemma (4.3). When H2(QZi) = 0, the unobstructed case
of Donaldson-Friedman (6, p. 218], we have that H2{T%) = 0 which implies that Tf = 0.
Similarly, F 2 ( 0 D , ) = 0 implies S2(T^) = T^ = 0. This says that the middle column
is exact and that the term following Tj in the middle row is zero. Similarly, the exactness
of the last column comes from the exact sequence induced by the first few terms of the
spectral sequence (3.7) together with the vanishing result B2{r^v1}) - 0 of 3.11.

Therefore the vanishing of Tj is equivalent to the surjectivity of ^ ' - rf>.
The top row is particularly simple to understand because the sheaves T1 are all trivial,
in fact T\ = vQifzt ® uQ2/22 = OQ{1,-1) <g> O Q ( - 1 , 1 ) = OQ = OCplx€Pl and T£ =
uhlbt ® "h/ih ~ °'W ® °i(~l) = Oi = ^OPx, similarly T J £ Oj S C?oPt and r\^ =
®Q\ii =• O{ © O\. Therefore once we have fixed a trivialization of r\ ^ OQ we have
trivializations on Tp = Oi and on rk = O\ induced from inclusion and which coincide with
the trivialization induced by restriction on T^ = O\ © O\.
This simple discussion just amounts to saying that, after a canonical identification of
H°(T^) with H°(T^) and H°{T±) and of i f V i , ^ ) **& t h e i r &Tect 8 U m ' t h e m a P $ i s

the identity while iff is the diagonal imbedding.
Also notice that from the surjectivity of ^ ' - V>, and of iff'_ - $- we can conclude after

some diagram chasing (five lemma) that iff' — if) is onto and so Tj = 0. One can then
compute the dimension of Tj to be t1^ = h1^^ v^) + 1.

Now observe that A is isomorphic to the kernel of ^ ' — ^ which consists of the elements
{c,c,c) in H°(T^) 0 S°{T^) ® H°(TI), SO d' © d is a monomorphism.

Therefore any element in the complement of the hyperplane Bl(rQ
zv1>) of Tj gives

smoothings of both Z and VV, because its image under (r © p) o (<(>' © <f>) is (c, c,c) ^ 0 in
the space of smoothings H0^^) © H°(T^). D

Now that we have some understanding of the smoothings of the pair (Z,VV) we want
to apply it to prove existence of twistor spaces with degree-1 divisors. This means that
we have to start discussing real structures. For this purpose let us look at the second
column in the above diagram. We will work under the assumption that T\ = Tv = 0, as
we recalled in section 2 the real structure of Z induces a real structure on the base of the
versal deformation T\ and this is compatible with real structures on HX{T%) and S°{r\)\
similarly we have that T^ is the base of a versal deformation © -• Tj, of V. Now T$ is
naturally isomorphic to the conjugate of T^ and by taking the conjugate complex space of
£ we obtain a versal deformation £> -» T£ of V. Then D x 9 ^ T ^ ® T ^ = T^ is a versal
deformation of VV = VUV and the point is that this particular versal deformation has an
obvious real structure of the type (u?i,tu2) *-* (^2,^i)> this holds for both the total space
and the base. Then a real element of T ^ is of the type t = (*i,*i) with ti G T£ and the
fiber over it is a pair (DuDt) where Dt = (Dt,Ot) is the conjugate complex space so that
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tut fiber over a real element t € T ^ has an obvious real structure. This real structure
on T^ = Tj, © T£ is compatible with similar ones on JT^rJ^) = ^ ( T & J 8 ^H 1 ^ )
and on H°(T^) = Jff°(r.p) © # ° ( T ^ ) . For example, the real structure on the "space of
smoothing." J?° ( r^ )©i r o ( r i ) =* F°(O,)©H°(Or)©JH'0(OQ) = C3 induced by restricting
the involution er0 of Z is exactly given by restricting CQ to the invariant quadric Q. Now,
^oC) = / and therefore the real structure is (wi,i#2,z) >-> («?2,ii;i,z) where (WI,II>2,Z) € C3

are the coordinates for the space of smoothings as above; its fixed points are (wi,wi,r)
with r € R.

We are now ready to apply our results to the case of the blow up of a surface M at one
point. We keep the notation that Mi = M and A/2 = CP2. Let us recall here that some
standard computations show that for the twistor space F of CP2

Theorem 4.5. Let M be a compact anti-self-dual hermitian surface with twistor space
Z and let D C Z be the divisor defined by the complex structure of M. If H2(QM) =
H2(Oz) — if2(O ,̂£>£>) = ® then, there exist anti-self-dual hermitian metrics on the blow
up at one point of some small deformations of M.

Proof. We show first that there exists t € Tj such that Zt is a twistor space with real
structure o~t and with disjoint degree-1 divisors Dt and Dt such that <rt(Dt) = Dt. Using
the notations of the previous diagram, one can show by simple diagram chasing that there
exists t € Tj which satisfies the following conditions.

(1) 0(t) = (r,r,r) £ A with 0 / r G R ,
(2) $(t) e T\ is a real element.
(3) <i>'(t) € T^t is a real element.

One can see by a standard argument that DtDt imbeds into Zt for small t. By Theorem 4.4,
the condition fi(t) / 0 means that we have deformations of smooth complex manifolds pairs
(Zf,DtDt) with DtDt C Zt. Dt and Dt remain disjoint degree-1 divisors by topological
stability of the intersection degree under deformation. Next we use that <j>{i) is a real
element in T\ such that p o <f>{i) / 0 £ H1^^): if the versal deformation over T\ is
standard in the sense of Donaldson-Friedman, i.e. has a real structure, then Zt is a smooth
twistor space with real structure o* and let (Mt, ht) denote the corresponding anti-self-dual
conformal structure on M#CP2- We are left to show that trt(Dt) = Dt.
This follows from the following reasoning: the fact that <f>'(t) G T^ = T\, © T^ is a real
element just amounts to saying, by the construction of our versal deformation of PX>, that
Dt is the complex conjugate of Dt. On the other hand as degree-1 divisors each of them
defines a hermitian structure on (Mt,ht), denote it by Jt and Jt respectively, with the
property that (Mt,Jt) is biholomorphic to Dt while (Mt,Jt) is biholomorphic to Dt', then
Jt — —Jt so that crt(Dt) = Dt as wanted, because Zt can be thought of as the bundle of
/i*-hermitian structures J with o~t sending J to —J. The proof is now complete in the case
when the versal deformation is standard.
Otherwise there always exists a standard deformation & —> S of 2, and a submersion
e : S —* T\ compatible with real structures, [6, p. 225]. Therefore we can choose a real
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element a G 5 such that e(s) = t and then the fiber ZB C 6 is biholomorphic to Z% (by
versality) which is a smooth complex manifold, and also carries a real structure <r, so that
the pair (Z9, <r,) is a smooth twistor space of an anti-self-dual structure (MBth,) with Af,
diffeomorphic to M#CP2 . If we now think of Dt and Dt as divisors in ZB = Zt we have
that they are ovinvariant by the same argument as before.

Finally, by theorem 2.6 the complex structure of Dt is determined by the element
<f>'(t) — {t\,tz) € Tpp. Of course t?. = r ^ 0 so that Dt is a small deformation of the blow
up of M at the point corresponding to the twistor line /i C Z\ = Z. •

More precise informations on the complex structure of the resulting non-minimal com-
plex surface are given by the following:

Theorem 4.6. Under the same hypothesis of 4.5 if in addition H2{QZ®^DD)
 = 0> where

TD£} is the ideal sheaf of DD then, there exist anti-self-dual hermitian metrics on the blow
up of M at any point, as well as on any of its small deformations.

Proof. We are going to study the image of <f>' in the diagram of theorem 4.4.
We write T ^ =T£@T±) and recall the splitting given by theorem 2.6 part (3). Namely

T^y = .ff^Tp) © H°(T%,), the first factor corresponds to infinitesimal deformations of M
and the second factor corresponds to smoothings of D. We know from 4.5 that there are
real elements in T) giving rise to smoothings of P . Therefore we only have to show that
<f>'_ sends the real part of S1^^ v^) onto the real part of H1^^) which of course is
isomorphic to H1^^) under projection on the first factor.

Moreover, since <f>'_ is compatible with real structures it will be enough to show that

#- •• J1M,i>i>) - ffl<TS)e B1Wis onto-
From the "normalization" exact sequence of Lemma 4.3, we have

0

and using Leray spectral sequences one can show that

furthermore «i is the zero map because H°

As a result

) —• H°(QQ tj) is surjective.

Bx{x{r%%tVi> ) a

Next we use the exact sequence

o
T

e o

with £j = Q,- n Di for * = 1,2. From the induced long exact sequence one easily infers an
isomorphism
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However from the Leray spectral sequence of the blow up we have that if1(©£)1 E2) —
^ ( © D , . ! , ) = 0 while ^ ( 0 ^ , ^ ) = ^(en^).

Of course the same holds for r.£ and we have shown that

S\rl) © Sl{rl) s H\BDuP) © H\eDuP).

These cohomology groups fit into the long exact sequence induced by

0 -> ®Zult ® IDio, ~> QZ^DLDIM -> QD1}P ©

defined on the smooth twistor space Z\.
From this we see that the map 5 1 ( 0 Z l D i £ ) i , J —+ H1(QDUP)®H1(Q£)I p) is surjective

because H (®Zlli1 ® ^-DtDi) vanishes since it fits into the long exact sequence induced by

0 -» QZlA ®XDi£(i -* QZl ®IDl£>l -* vll/Zl ®lDlol -* 0

in which tsll/Zl<8lDi£}i ^ O a c ^ - l J S O a p ^ - l ) has vanishing cohomology while
^•PifjJ = 0 by hypothesis.

Our claim now follows from the naturality of all isomorphisms involved in this proof. D

Note that the condition H2{QM) = H2(Qz®Ivt)) = 0 implies H2(QZDD) = 0.
We now strengthen theorem 4.6 by applying simultaneous smoothings, see §6.2 in [6].

Theorem 4.7. If H2(QAI) = H2(eZDD) = 0 and either H2(QZ) = 0 or H2(uD(Z) = 0
then, there exist anti-self-dual hermiti&n metrics on the blow up of M a,t any collection of
distinct points. The same conclusion holds for some small deformation of M and it holds
for any small deformation when H2(QZ ® Tvp) = 0.

Proof. Let pi,p2»-,Pfc £ M and blow up the twistor lines /i,..,/jt above them to obtain
Z\. The 3-dimensional complex manifold Z\ contains a divisor D\ which is biholomorphic
to the blow up of M at p\,..,pk. Let Qi,..,Qk be the resulting quadrics in Z\ and attach
k copies of F to obtain a singular space with normal crossing Z = Z UQ, FI ... UQ4 F* and
a singular divisor VT> just as in k = 1 case. Then the singularities of (Z,VT>) are on the
disjoint union of the quadrics and therefore the same arguments as before apply, in there
are no obstructions to smoothings because

nVZ,Ur),JlU...U/J = 0

as it follows from the short exact sequence

0 -» ®z,DD,hU..mk -» @Z,DD ~* "h/z © •• © v\kjZ -» 0.

The argument for real structures is also just like in the previous situation when we have
only one point to blow up. •
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§5. SCALAR-FLAT KAHLER SURFACES

If h is an anti-self-dual hermitian metric on the complex surface (M, J) the same is true
for any other metric in the conformal class [h\; as seen in the introduction if [h] admits a
Kahler representative h then the scalar curvature of h vanishes identically. Furthermore
when M is compact it was shown by Boyer [4, theorem 1] that this only depends on the
topology: [h] admits a scalar-flat Kahler representative if and only if b\(M) is even.
In this section we will apply the results of §4 to the situation of a compact scalar-flat
Kahler surface M with cf(M) ^ 0. The assumption on the first Chern class is not restrictive
because the blow up of M cannot admit such metrics when Ci(M) — 0 [4, theorem 5].

Indeed when M is scalar-flat Kahler rather than just hermitian and anti-self-dual the
obstruction space H2(@z ®ID&) that we found in the previous section has been described
very precisely by LeBrun-Singer [13] and, perhaps surprisingly, turns out to vanish in most
cases.

The point is that in the Kahler case the ideal sheaf TDrj is isomorphic to the 1/2
power of the canonical bundle of Z [18, 2.1] but then the Penrose transform identifies the

obstruction space F 2 ( 0 z ® K\) with the space of holomorphic vector fields S on M such
that the derivative of the restricted Futaki invariant of the Kahler class in the direction of
H vanishes [13, proof of theorem 2.7], in particular there are no obstructions when M has
no non-trivial holomorphic vector fields.

Using the notation TD£, = K% we can rephrase their results in the following

Proposition 5.1. [13] Let M be a compact scalar-Hat Kahler surface with cf(M) ^ 0
and twistor space Z. The following statements are equivalent:

(1)
(2) M is a minima/ ruied surface of genus g > 2 with non-trivial holomorphic vector

fields.
(3) M is biholomorphic to the projectivization P(£ © O) —• S s of a split rank-2 holo-

morphic vector bundle over a Riemann surface of genus g > 2 and deg C = 0.

Proof. The Matsushima-Lichnerowicz and Futaki obstructions must vanish therefore the
first two statements are equivalent by [13, 2.7, 3.5 and 3.1]; while the equivalence between
(2) and (3) follows from [13, 3.1 and 3.4]. D

We can now state our main result

Theorem 5.2. Let M be a compact scalar-Sat Kahler surface with <^(M) ^ 0 which does
not satisfy the equivalent conditions of 5.1. Then the blow up of M at any collection of
points (distinct or not) and any of its small deformations admit scalar-Sat Kahler metrics.

Proof. By induction it is enough to show that M, the blow up of M at one point, admits
scalar-flat Kahler metrics because cf(M) ^ 0 and M ^ P(£ $ O ) - > S r

To do this we show that M satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 4.6. This is an easy task
and the following arguments can also be found in [13]. Of course H2{&z ® Jf|.) ^ 0 holds
by hypothesis while H2(®AI) = 0 for any ruled surface by Serre duality and restriction to
the rational curves of trivial normal bundle.
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Next we use two standard exact sequences on the twistor space Z of M

0 —• Qz

0 - • ®Z,DD —* ®Z -+ VDD/Z —* 0.

BYom the first one we infer that H2{®ZDt>) = 0 because H2(@DD) = F 2 ( 0 A / ) ©
H2{®M) which vanish. But then H2(@z) = 0 from the second sequence because by [18,
3.1] vpDfz 1B isomorphic to K^/®K^} whose second cohomology vanishes by Serre duality
and Yau's vanishing theorem [25, corollary 2]. D

Remarks 5.3. (a) It is not important the order in which the two operations of deforming
and blowing up are carried out. This is because of the stability of ( —l)-lines and also
because of the exact sequence ZT1(@A-/) —» Hl(Qm) —> 0.
(b) Our result includes theorem 3.10 in [13]: just take the collection of points to be empty.
A

Sometimes the obstruction that we found cannot be overcome and the following obser-
vation says that the hypothesis of the previous theorem cannot be *-elaxed:

Remark $.4. On the contrary of 5.2 suppose M = F(£©C?) —»• £,, is scalar-flat Kahler with
deg C = 0. Let M be the blow up of M at m > 1 points lying on the zero section of C so that
H°(®M) ^ 0 with Euler field S. Then M cannot admit scalar-flat Kahler metrics because
the Futaki invariant ^"(S, [u>]) / 0 for any admiissible Kahler class [u>], [13, corollary 3.4
(b)]. A

We are also able to count the number of parameters given by our construction but before
we do this let us recall the theory of moduli of anti-self-dual structures. In what follows
x(M) and <T(M) will denote the Euler characteristic and topological signature respectively
of the anti-self-dual 4-manifold M.

Remark 5.5. As usual, let (M,h, J) be a compact scalar-flat Kahler surface with cf(M) ^
0. M is obtained from a CPi -bundle over Sff by blowing up k points so that x(M) —
4(1 — g) + Jfe and <r(M) = — k. Assume for simplicity that there are no holomorphic vector

fields so that H°(Qz) = J?°(0A/) = H2(QZ ®K}) = H2(QZDD) = H2(QZ) = 0 as
before, then [13, theorems 1.15 and 1.16] tell us the following:

(1) The moduli space of anti-self-dual conformal structures on M is smooth at h of
real dimension h\Qz) = - f (15*(M) + 29<r(M)) = Z0(g - 1) + 7fc.

(2) The moduli space of scalar-flat Kahler metrics on M is smooth at h of real dimen-
sion h}{QZDt)) = -(3x(M) + 8<r(M)) = 12{g - 1) + 5k.

(3) The moduli space of scalar-fiat Kahler metrics on the complex surface (Af, / ) is

smooth at h of real dimension hl{®z ® Kz) ~ ~<r{^) = k.
These dimensions are easily computed using the theorem of Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch and
the above exact sequences once we notice that the third cohomology group of the relevant
sheaves is zero for any twistor space, while H° and J?2 vanish by assumption. A

We can now state:
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Proposition 5.0. Let M be a compact scalar-Hat Kk'hler surface with c^(M) ^ 0 and

no holomoTphic vector fields, and let M be the blow up oi M at n points. Then the
metrics of the above theorem belong to a complete family of scalar-Sat Kahler metrics
on M#nQP2 which depends on -3x{M) - 8(T(M) + bn real parameters. Therefore our
construction yields an open set of metrics in the moduli space of scalar-Sat Kahler metrics
on

Proof. M satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 5.2, so M admits scalar-flat Kahler metrics.
Let Z be the twistor space of one of them and let DD be the associated divisor. As
before J?°(0A/) = 0 implies that # z ( 0 £ ® 2—,) = H2{G^ ^ J = H2{QZ) = 0- Further-
more H°(Qt) = H°(eKl) = 0 by [18, theorem 4.2] so that S0^^^,) = 0 as well and

by 5.5 the moduli space of these metrics is smooth of real dimension — 3x(M#«CP2) —
8<r(M#nCP2) = -3*(M) - 8<r(M) + 5n.

By induction it is enough to prove our assertion for n = 1. In this case our con-
struction depends on t\ := dimcTj real parameters, so that we just need to show that
tl

f = -3*(M)-8<r(Af) + 5. Recall that*} = l + Hl{r% vf>) and use the first exact sequence
of Lemma 4.3 from which we get a long exact sequence in cohomology

o - H\r% vf>) - H\etBhQ) e **<e

It can be checked that the map H°(Q. ~ - ) —> # ° ( 0 Q , J ) = C4 is an isomorphism
so that h}{T°z vf>) = h>{B^ 5 3 Q) = ^{QZ^D,:)

 by L e r a y spectral sequence. Now on the
twistor space Z we have an exact sequence of sheaves

0 -*• Qz,DD,l —- ®z,Db -* vi/z -* 0

so that A1(02D£>() = ^{®Z,DD) + 4 under our assumption. Finally this shows that
t) = h^rl^) + 1 = hl(eZtDD) + 5 = -3x(M) - 8<r(M) + 5 as wanted. D

In the next application we give new examples of complex surfaces which admit scalar-flat
Kahler metrics. We start by recalling the construction of their minimal models.

If Sj is a Rjemann surface of genus g > 2 with hyperbolic metric of curvature —1
and CPi is given the metric of curvature +1 then the product metric on the complex
surface So ='Eg x CP t is scalar-fiat Kahler . For its twistor space Zo one has J?2(0zo ®
/f| ) = C3 by [13, p. 296] and in fact the blow up of So at one point cannot admit
Kahler metrics of constant scalar curvature because the group of biholomorphisms is not
reductive (Matsushima-Lichnerowicz obstruction, [13, p. 282]). On the other hand it
should be noticed here, especially in view of 5.2, that one can blow up two or more points
on So and obtain a scalar-flat Kahler surface, [9].

As a result one may wonder whether the smooth 4-manifold (Efl x GPi)#QP2 admits
scalar-flat Kahler metrics. We give a positive answer below.

The construction is as follows: let 5 be a unitary, flat OVbundle over S a , that is we
have a representation of KI(%9) into SU(2). Then if E is the associated flat unitary bundle
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we have that S = V(E) holomorphically and furthermore £f°(05) = 0 if E does not split
as the sum of two line bundles; also notice that E is stable exactly when the representation
is irreducible, by a celebrated theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri [15]. Now the local
product metric is scalar-flat Kahler just as in the product case and S is homeomorphic
to Tig x CPi (however the Kahler classes are usually different as pointed out in [3]) but
since there are no non-trivial holomorphic vector fields on 5 we can apply 5.2 to get the
following:

Corollary 5.7. Let S be as above, then there exist scalar-Sat Kahler metrics on the blow
up of S at any collection of points.

In particular, since the surfaces S are all topologically trivial one has:

Corollary 5.8. For any n > 0, there exist scalar-Sat Kahler metrics on the smooth 4-
manifold (CPi x E,)#nCP2 .

In fact the previous examples are generic in the following sense.

Theorem 5.9. In the moduli space of complex structures on non-minimal ruled surfaces
of genus g > 2 there exists an open dense subset of scalar-Sat Kahler surfaces.

Proof. Any ruled surface M is (the blow up of) the projectivization of a rank-2 vector
bundle E of degree 0 or 1 over Eg; however when M is non-minimal namely M = F(E) its
minimal model is not unique and if deg(i?) = 1 say, then M is biholomorphic to the blow
up of a degree-0 vector bundle.

The assertion now follows from corollary 5.7 and the fact that stable bundles of degree
zero form an open dense subset in the moduli space of vector bundles of the same degree
over a Riemann surface. D

A final application in the case that M has a trivial Lie algebra of biholomorphisms
comes from the work of LeBrun-Simanca [14, corollary 1] where they prove that scalar-
fiat Kahler metrics can sometimes be perturbed to produce Kahler metrics of arbitrary
constant scalar curvature.

Corollary 5.10. When H°(QM) = 0 tJiere exist Kahler metrics with constant scalar
curvature of any sign on the complex surfaces of theorem 5.2.

Next we point out a restatement of 5.2 in the case when H°(0A/) / 0 but M is non-
minimal; it is related to the notion of parabolic stability introduced by Seshadri [13, p.
306 and corollary 3.9].

Corollary 5.11. Suppose M is obtained by blowing up m > 1 points on the zero section
of C in F(C © O) and that the corresponding parabolic bundle is quasi-stable then, any
blow up of M and any of its small deformations admit scalar-Sat Kahler metrics.

The following result appears in [13, main theorem] their proof involves a deformation
argument after constructing explicit examples. Here we present a more direct argument
using 5.2.
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Corollary 5.12. [13] Let M be any ruled surfa.ce oigenus g > 2 then, the blow up of M
at sufficiently many points admits scalar-Hat Kahler metrics.

Proof. Any two ruled surfaces of the same genus axe bimeromorphicaUy equivalent [5],
therefore some blow up of M can also be obtained by blowing up points on the projec-
tivization of a stable rank-2 vector bundles of degree 0. This surface admits scalar-flat
Kahler metrics with no holomorphic vector fields and we can now apply theorem 5.2. •

We conclude with some open questions:

Remark 5.13. The main open problem about scalar-flat Kahler surfaces is to determine
whether ruled surfaces 5 of genus g < 1 can admit such metrics. It is known however that
these surfaces cannot be minimal [4, theorem 4] therefore by theorem 5.2, if S is a ruled
surface of genus g — 0,1 admitting a scalar-flat Kahler metric, the same will be true for
the blow up of 5 at any number of points. Furthermore provided that one has a single
example of a scalar-fiat Kahler surface of genus 0 nad 1, corollary 5.12 would hold without
any genus assumption and conjecture 1 in [13] would therefore be proven. A

Remark 5.14- It is plausible that our construction can work in the obstructed case too i.e.
when H2(&z ® %DD) ¥" 0> see [6] and 5.4. The interested reader may be able to pursue
this to reconstruct all the scalar-flat Kahler metrics with holomorphic vector fields. A
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